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Abstract. Recently, Das, Sharma, Chatterjee and Sing proposed a dynamic
password-based user authentication scheme for hierarchical wireless sensor
networks (HWSNs). Authors claimed that their authentication scheme can
achieve better security and efficiency as compared to those for other related
password-based authentication methods. However, in this paper, we found their
scheme is insecure and any dishonest cluster head in HWSNs can easily reveal
the base station’s secret key by adopting power analysis attack.
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1 Introduction
Hierarchical wireless sensor networks (HWSNs) composing of a large number of
sensors can be quickly deployed in a target environment, such as forest monitor,
ocean observation, and military battlefield. There are three kinds of participants,
namely: base station (BS), cluster heads (CR) and sensor nodes. In general, sensor
nodes have limited computation and communication capabilities and they are
randomly deployed in their corresponding cluster heads. The basic function of a
cluster head is to gather sense data for authorized users and it is more resource rich
than normal sensor nodes.
To prevent abusively, login users and sensor nodes should be authenticated by the
base station. On the other hand, malicious intruders may launch various security
attacks or insert compromised sensor nodes into networks for damaging the security of
HWSNs. Therefore, mutual authentication among the user, the base station and the
sensor node in HWSNs is an important research issue and it prevents unauthorized
participants from accessing services provided by HWSNs.
In 2009, Das first proposed an efficient two-factor user authentication scheme [4]
based on easy-to-remember passwords and smart cards in HWSNs. However, Khan
and Alghathbar showed that Das’s scheme is insecure and presented several
improvements. Moreover, Das’s scheme has attracted a lot of attention and several
two-factor based schemes with mutual authentication and key agreement have been
proposed in Chen and Shih (2010) [2], He et al. (2010) [5], Li et al. (2011) [6] and
Das et al. (2012) [3].
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In this paper, we analyze the security weaknesses of one most recent dynamic
password-based user authentication scheme with smart cards for HWSNs proposed by
Das et al. [3]. Das et al. claimed that their authentication scheme is secure against
various known attacks with dynamic nodes addition and is suitable for some practical
scenarios. However, we find that Das et al.'s scheme still has other security
weaknesses such as disclosing of the base station’s secret key.

2 Review of Das et al.’s Authentication Scheme
Das et al.’s password-based user authentication scheme contains five phases, predeployment, registration, login, authentication and password change. Their scheme
consists of one base station ( BS ), sensor nodes ( Si ), cluster head in the j-th cluster (

CHj ) and users ( Ui). To shorten the length of this paper, in this section, we only
introduce pre-deployment and registration phases of Das et al.’s authentication
scheme. We omit the detailed reviews of login, authentication and password change
phases. Please refer to [3].

2.1 Pre-deployment Phase
Before deployment of sensor nodes and cluster heads,
each cluster head

BS assigns ID CH j for

CHj and IDSi for each sensor node Si . Then, BS assigns a unique

master key MKCHj for each CHj and it is kept secret between BS and

CHj . Moreover, BS assigns a master key MKSi for each Si and it is kept secret
between BS and Si .

2.2 Registration Phase

U i computes RPWi = h(y || PWi ) and sends
his/her identity ID i and RPWi to BS through a secure channel, where h (. )
is a secure one-way hashing function, y is a random number and P Wi is the
In this phase, a login user

BS
computes
fi = h(IDi || X s) ,
xi = h(RPWi || X A) , ri = h(y || x) and ei = fi ⊕ x, where Xs is a secret key
maintained by BS and XA is shared between BS and Ui . In addition, BS computes m
key-plus-id combinations {(Kj , IDCHj ) | 1 ≤ j ≤ m} for m
password of Ui . Then,
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deployed cluster heads, where

Kj E

MK

CHj

(IDi || ID

CH

j

|| X s )

=
. For replacing
some compromised cluster heads after the initial deployment in the networks, BS
computes another m' key-plus-id combinations {(Km j,ID CHm j ) | 1 ≤ j ≤ m' }
+

for dynamic node addition, where K
+

m

+j

m +j

=
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MK

CH m j

(ID
i || ID

+

CH

|| s)X . Finally,

BS stores {IDi, y, X A, ri, ei, h(.)} and m + m' key-plus-id combinations

{(Kj,IDCHj ) | 1 ≤ j ≤ m + m' } into Ui ’s smart card and issues it to Ui through a
secure channel.

3 Cryptanalysis of Das et al.’s Authentication Scheme
Das et al.’s authentication scheme could be better convinced after resolving the
following security vulnerability. In this section, we describe the details of this
security weakness in the following.
In Das et al.’s authentication scheme, any dishonest cluster head

BS ’s secret key X

s

CHj can derive

and use it to reproduce many accounts for multiple non-

registered users by performing the following two steps:

Ui ’s smart card is stolen by CHj and the m +
m' key-plus-id combinations {(Kj , IDCHj ) | 1 ≤ j ≤ m + m' } which are stored
in Ui ’s smart card can be extracted by launching power analysis attack [7], where Kj
EMK CHj (ID i || IDCH j || X s)
=
, MK CHj is a unique master key for
each CHj , E MKCHj (M) is encryption of data M using key MKCHj based on
advanced encryption standard (AES) [1], IDi is the identity of Ui, IDCHj is the
identity of CHj and Xs is a secret key maintained by BS .
Step 1: We assume that a legal user

Step 2: By using

CHj ’s master key MK CHj , CHj can easily reveal (IDi ||

IDCH j || Xs) by computing D MKCHj (EMKCHj (IDi || IDCH j || X s)) . As a result, the
system secret key

Xs is successfully derived by a compromised cluster head

CHj and Das et al.’s authentication scheme still has serious deficiency.
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4 Conclusion
In this paper, we found that Das et al.’s authentication scheme is insecure. By
adopting power analysis attack, m + m' key-plus-id combinations which are stored
in user’s smart card can be extracted. Then, their scheme may suffer from secret key
disclosure attack and any dishonest cluster head who possesses the master key

MKCH j can easily obtain the base station’s secret key Xs . In future work, we plan
to propose an improved version of Das et al.’s authentication scheme and we also
encourage readers can propose their improvement to remedy security problem of Das
et al.’s authentication scheme.
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